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NEW ZEALAND
RECREATIONAL
FISHING REPORTING APP

Fish4All is a recreational fishing app designed by and for Kiwi fishing
enthusiasts, not only a great tool for logging catch, comparing stats and
sharing - but also helping to build the data critically needed to protect our
fisheries for the future. And it’s free.

What Fish4all stands for, our Vision.
At Fish4all we believe in a future where there will always
be fish for generations to come (our grandchildren’s
grandchildren). To achieve this, we are passionate
about promoting truly shared fisheries.

Fish4all has been designed to solve
two key challenges for the New
Zealand recreational fishing sector

1

A simple way
to collect
and analyse
recreational
data.

Where;
the interests of New Zealand recreational
fishers are well defined and protected.
there are no more political squabbles about
who gets what,
sectors respect and acknowledge each
other’s right to share in the fishery,

2

A painless way to
fund representation
and participation.

accurate information underpins wise
decision making,
give and take is an accepted norm,
shared gain, shared pain models are better
defined, and,
the fishery and the ecosystem that
supports it come first.

The outcome we
all want is thriving
marine ecosystems
where we can all enjoy
catching a fish or
simply looking at
them!
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KeY MESSAGESContributing to
Sustainability

New Zealand’s oceans, coasts and marine life are taonga...
let’s help protect them.
Fish4all is free and the data stays in New Zealand.
Designed and developed by New Zealand fishing enthusiasts.
Recreational sector-led solution to gather its own data.
We listened to users and added cool new features that they asked for.
Better data means annual (rather than 5 yearly
recreational interest are identified.
The business model ensures recreational ownership
and control of the data.
Data is part of being responsible in shared fisheries.
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THE STORY
Fish4All is a free, recreational fishing application designed by and for
New Zealand recreational fishers to enhance the fishing experience
now and into the future.
It’s both a useful fishing tool and a smart
solution to the lack of data about recreational
fishing activities that limits the ability to deliver
comprehensive management solutions - we can’t
manage what we can’t measure.
Fish4All is a way for recreational fishers to change
that, by logging their catch and helping swell the
community data pool.
Using Fish4All, anglers get the benefits of logging
their trips and catches, comparing with real-time
stats, sharing photos, tapping into fishy deals
and more – all whilst helping keep recreational
fisheries healthy well into the future – so our
children’s children can keep on fishing.
User privacy is paramount. Only users can view
their own stats and everyone’s information
is collated to build appropriate profiles on
recreational catch and effort locally, regionally
and nationally.

Unlike other internationally owned fishing
apps where valuable data about New Zealand
recreational fishing activities generated by New
Zealand’s anglers, is shipped offshore, Fish4All
data stays in New Zealand. And, unlike other apps
– it is free.
If all New Zealand’s recreational fishers used
Fish4All for their own benefits and the wider
good, we could have much more real-time and
sensitive bag limit setting year on year. Ultimately,
Fish4All is a great step toward looking after what
New Zealanders consider a privilege and a right
– a summertime fishing trip with fresh catch for
dinner.
There’s no other catch. It’s about recreational
fishers helping keep our recreational fisheries.

Fish4All’s unique business model ensures the
data is owned and managed exclusively by
recreational fishing interests. Fish4All Limited is a
social enterprise that designed and maintains the
app. It gives the Fish4All Charitable Recreational
Fishing Trust exclusive use of the app and access
to the data, and raises money for the trust to give
sustainable recreational fishing a strong voice.
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